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About This Game

Empires Of Creation is the debut title from Bundle Of Sticks studios.

Empires Of Creation is an up-and-coming Sci-Fi themed sandbox game in which the player takes on the role of a fleet
commander, destined to make his name in the galaxy and ultimately conquer it. Forge relationships with surrounding empires
and use your wit to establish a galactic monopoly. Colonize nearby habitable stars to expand your presence in the cosmos. The

universe is your playground in this dynamic economy.

Enjoy fast paced, high intensity fleet battles with enemy ships as you race to the top. Whosoever can prove his superiority in the
field and in the diplomatic sphere shall come out victorious.

-Gameplay-

After procedurally generating a spiral galaxy in Empires of Creation the player will find themselves with nothing but potential
and an AI that has no regard for life programmed to do whatever is required to conquer the galaxy. Initially the player you will
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recruit ships from colony worlds that are barely able to scratch the armada of empire fleets, from this point you will proceed to
upgrade them to formidable combat hardened battles fleets and eventually destroyers of worlds. The game turns from being a
predominantly self centered ordeal, to a risk factoring strategy game as you obtain your first colonizer followed by claiming

your first colony and beginning your own empire. Expansion and hostility will find you involved in galactic warfare with entire
empires but this is essential if the player wants to obtain the ultimate goal of conquering the galaxy.

-Features-

Galaxy

Persistent

Procedurally Generated (Fully customizable)

Interactive

Variable time acceleration

Empires

Capable of taking over the galaxy

Relation dependent decision making

Reactive AI

Player is able to create their own empire

Combat

Player is able to take control of any ship in their fleet

at any-time

Completely Physics based

Slow down effects

Boosting and other abilities
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Title: Empires Of Creation
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Bundle Of Sticks Studios
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Mac OS X 10.9.5 (13F1112)

Processor: 2.4 GHz Intel Core i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Iris Pro 1536 MB

Storage: 256 MB available space

English
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Bought it to support the game :). I might not finish this game, putting it on a short list of ND games that I get so fed up with I
don't even care to know their endings.

"White Wolf" seems to be a fun and compelling game at first. I love when an ND adventure features cooking simulations and
making phone calls, so those two elements were much appreciated. I also find ND games with an internal clock to be very
interesting, as they seem more immersive. Throw in a cozy cabin atmosphere, and you have me hooked. However, even the
cooking games get tedious when you do them 15 times in a row, and they really aren't challenging enough to even be a part of
this story. Now that I've finally been passed off of cooking, the remaining puzzles and maze-like tunnels seem so complex that I
don't think I have the stamina left to attempt them. HER Interactive could have cut out about half of the twists, turns and mini-
games and had a much more fun and relaxing game. I tried the fox-and-geese nightmare once and don't think I can win it three
times without losing my mind and getting a migraine. Maybe I will try to finish this in a month or two.... Beautiful Game. Well
worth the price.. very educational
would recommend to young children and health classes
I think this will get me an A on the pregnancy in my health unit!
11/10 would use as a study tool again.. I will probably be crucified for admitting this being a grown man ( well in theory or at
least chronologically speaking anyway), ut this both warmed my heart and brought tears to my eyes. hat a wonderful gift from
the creators of Everlasting Summer which was also an amazing gift as well that would have happily paid for. The shortness of
this visual novel does not demonish the richness and depth of the feelings it conveys. It pulls on the heart strings like as only a
truly gifted Maestro directing a master symphony could accomplish. From the bottom of my heart I thank everyone that had a
hand in this as well as Everlasting Summer. I will stop here because quiet frankly their are no words or far too many to express
how these 2 stories have touched and changed me deeply.. needs to have a feature that allows us to save between levels, with
death being permanent and forcing the save file to delete or start over. i enjoy this game, but was disappointed to make it to
level 3 and then be forced to quit (have to go to work) without having the option to pick up where i left off when i get home.

if you're a devil daggers fan then you will need this in your library. it's extremely challenging and fun as hell.

also, devs, you guys should just call it Autumn Night and take 3d shooter out of the title. It's ok for a free games, i've played
worse paid games before. Alright. Just the facts.

Its old sure, still kinda fun in a brainless smart phone kind of way.

Pros:
No real bugs to speak of.
Fair amount of replayability... but it gets stale fast

Cons:
Can't recover your character if you forget the name.
No email recovery methods.
No password Recovery Methods.
They have a premium to unlock certain areas of the game and better weapons (not sure if its better prices)
Grinding is a must, and its not even enjoyable.
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Equipment goes from affordable, to expensive, to having to grind a half hour just to get the next sword in a specific area.

Would I refer a friend? Definitely not.
This games over 10 years old.
So is WoW.

At least WoW looks good, even if I think its♥♥♥♥♥♥I wouldn't of lost my lvl 40 character because i couldn't recall what
stupid name i gave it on a whim and it doesn't save account details when you log out.

Thats just bad programming, and they've had 10 years to fix that.

In fact... Runescape would be more fun than that and its probably older than this game that looks like a 1995 programming
student♥♥♥♥♥♥it out in a few weekends.
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ik ben tevreden. This is a awesome game, My friend and I, fell in love with this game after meeting the developer, and started
playing it.

PS Its a ton FUN!. Interesting concept. I have been thinking why there aren't more undersea games for a long time. This game is
just too difficult. Too much reliance in twitchy pointlessness and too many enemies with too little ship. It wasn't even worth the
$1.00 I paid for it. There is a cheat for this impossible game, but it too proved t be too difficult to figure out as well which
seems appropriate somehow.... Amazing game, really loving these type of games, if you like shooting everywhere and have no
idea for what cause, then this game is for you, the story isn't the greatest, but hell yeah it's hilarious. I suggest that you look at
some gameplays before buying it, it can be pretty chaotic when you're out alone in the battlefield with those creatures. It's
definitely worth the money.

. I enjoyed the base game Arcania (although it was far from perfect) so when I heard there was an expansion I was interested in
playing it to continue the story. Unfortunately this laclustre effort turned out to be a cheap cash grab by the developer. Usually a
stand-alone expansion provides enough content to justify playing it as its own game. Not here. The feature list of the game says
it provides 4-8 hours of content which seems accurate, I finished the game in 5.7 hours apparently but this does not justify the
price. Also if you haven't kept your save file from base Arcania creating a new character in this limits your options to standard
builds. Considering the base game encourages you to specialise in more than one area this really hampers new characters. This
game should really only be played by Gothic/Arcania hard core fans who are interested in the story because the gameplay
elements are sorely lacking.. I think this game is great but I also think it could do with some more airports, maybe European ie
Heathrow, and more planes. I know that the game is on mobile but I also think that the game should have better graphics for PC
and cockpits should be accurate, not static. Just some of my thoughts for improvements, don't have a clue what other people
think but I can see this as a good direction to go in.. Never before have a experienced such an amazing, realistic and luminous
gameplay. This title is a MASTERPIECE. fun asteroids good music,
I like the console gimmick.
Node picking is a bit annoying.. Very sweet game, nice to have voice acting which was nicely done. Well worth the price in my
opinion. I'd love to see an extended version with more choices, more plot and more characters. I feel the setting would make a
wonderful longer visual novel!
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